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In 2007 Mark Smith, a leading light in the field, noted that it was ‘a good moment to be a sensory 
historian’.2 From the perspective of 2021 things are perhaps even better. In many respects 
academic and public engagement with the past has become more sensuous. The idea that the 
senses are biological, universal, and unchanging has been replaced – in many academic disciplines 
– with a firmly-held belief that perception is historically constituted, specific to time and place, and 
therefore has a history. When it comes to research an increasing number of historians are taking 
up a sensory ‘habit’, mining the sources of the past for information about past ways of sensing.3 
In doing so they are reconfiguring our understanding of historical people, places, and themes that 
range from revolutions and racism to technology and environmental change.4 In pedagogy, 
historians are encouraging students to get ‘hands on’ in order to better comprehend historical 
sensory habits and explore both our intimacy with and distance from past ways of perceiving the 
world.5 In fact, education’s own sensory history is the subject of growing interest.6 In museums 
and heritage the ocular-centric institutions that emerged during the nineteenth century, ruled by 
the demand to look but not touch, have been replaced with object-handling, sound-installations, 
pedal-operated sniffing devices, and opportunities to taste recreated food and drink based on 
historical recipes.7 In all these ways, we have become re-sensitized to past perceptual worlds. 

Within academic history the evidence for sensory history’s increasing influence can be found in 
many places.8 Multi-volume edited collections have scanned the long-durée history of the senses 
and situated historical approaches within the wider interdisciplinary field of sensory studies.9 
Centres for the history of the senses and sensory scholarship have cropped up, supplemented by 
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networks that are busy bringing parts of the field together.10 Interdisciplinary journals devoted to 
the senses have been complimented by a range of special issues, roundtables, and conversations 
devoted to exploring, expanding, and refining sensory history.11 Edited volumes and monographs 
have exploded in number, helped by a small number of book series devoted specifically to sensory 
history.12 Yet if sensory history has recently come of age, its move into adulthood has been beset 
with new questions about its future methodological fate. In the last couple of years several books 
have begun to reflect on precisely these queries. Debates about how we excavate historical 
‘experience’ have, once again, been disinterred and dusted off for further examination. The status 
of academic history’s relationship with the sensorial offerings of the museum and heritage sector 
has also been challenged.13  

However, these debates are not new. In 2007, when Mark Smith wrote the first major survey of 
the field, sensory history had begun to crystalise into something that was both recognisable and 
increasingly influential within the historical discipline.14 This had been rather a long time coming. 
Outside of academic history, social and technological shifts had spurred many influential 
nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century thinkers to reflect on the changeability of the senses. As 
David Howes and others have shown, more than a whiff of early thinking about the historicity of 
the senses can be detected within contemporary scholarship on the sensate past.15 According to 
Karl Marx mid-nineteenth century factories were places in which ‘every organ of sense is injured 
in an equal degree’. He suggested that for the bourgeoisie, private property produced conditions 
in which the hearing, sight, and taste were perverted. The abolition thereof would lead to the 
emancipation of the senses. Marx’s reflections on the alienation and deprivation of the senses 
induced by industrial capitalism led him to assert in 1844 that ‘the forming of the five senses is a 
labour of the entire history of the world down to the present’.16 Production, consumption, and the 
material realities of daily life all moulded the senses. Another early example of sensate historical 
thinking comes from early reflections on modern media.  In 1935, pondering new technologies 
that allowed for the mass reproduction of artworks, Walter Benjamin was led to argue that ‘the 
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way in which human perception is organized… is conditioned not only by nature but by history’.17 
The fate of the senses has often been – and continues to be – linked to forms of technology that 
have modified the sensory environment or how individuals and groups perceive.18 

Finally, to take one more influential example, in 1930 Sigmund Freud formulated one of the most 
famous expressions of an idea that reached back through nineteenth-century psychology, 
eighteenth-century stadial theories, and seventeenth-century travel literature: that taboos around 
smell were a mark of civilization.19 The idea that past environments and bodies were more 
sensorially offensive than the present is part of a long tradition that remains influential today.20 
That tradition has also been supplemented by the work of Norbert Elias, whose work in the 1930s 
was translated into English and had an enormous influence at the moment when sensory history 
was emerging to prominence in the 1980s and 1990s.21 The emphasis that Elias placed on the 
careful regulation of the senses and body’s sensible attributes as part of a ‘civilizing process’ that 
extended from the early modern period into the twentieth century can be detected in Constance 
Classen’s work on sensory manners in the museum and Stephen Mennell’s history of taste and 
dining.22 As Elizabeth Harvey notes, we can also draw a line from Freud and Elias to post-
structural feminist thought of Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray. Both authors have traced the 
historical and philosophical development of the relationship between the maternal, patriarchal, 
and the sensory in ways that were deeply influential on the way sensory historians have engaged 
with touch and ideas about gendered sensory hierarchies.23  

These authors did not produce sensory histories as we know them today. However, they all 
demonstrate that thinking historically about the senses (as the product of geographical, temporal, 
and cultural context rather than universal biology) had been happening for a long time, often 
beyond ‘our’ own discipline, and in ways that have had a sometimes explicit and often 
unacknowledged influence on the way we think about the sensate past. Sensory history has grown 
up alongside a bigger, interdisciplinary, sibling from which it has often borrowed methodologies 
and historical narratives: the field of sensory studies. In the course of the 1980s and 1990s this 
field began to draw in many of the new work being done in several disciplines on the role of the 
senses in culture and society.24  
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Historians had first begun to take the senses seriously in the early twentieth century. The early 
Dutch cultural historian Johan Huizinga wrote evocatively though generally and often with limited 
evidence, about the sense-scapes of Europe in the late Middle Ages.25 The French historians of 
the Annales school, including Lucien Febvre and Robert Mandrou offered initial reflections on 
the possibilities offered by histories of feeling. Febvre’s work reflected on the problems with 
applying contemporary psychology to the past, argued for the social and political importance of 
feeling, and suggested that the early modern period witnessed a profound transformation in the 
use of the senses as people moved from hearing and smelling the world to understanding it 
primarily through sight.26 Echoing Febvre, Robert Mandrou deployed the evidence of poets to 
argue that sixteenth-century Frenchmen were people ‘of sound rather than of sight’.27  

These three early historians – Huizinga, Febvre, and Mandrou – gesture to many of the themes, 
narratives, and methodological issues that still resonate among sensory historians today. In a 1929 
essay on cultural history, Huzinga commented on the difficulty of resurrecting the past ‘as it was 
lived’.28 However, in 1878 he had experienced a historical re-enactment of the 1506 entry of Count 
Edzard of East Friesland into Gronigen. He later remembered that he was ‘gripped by my first 
contact with the historical past, and it was deep and unwavering’.29 Huizinga’s remarks point to a 
methodological debate that is still live within sensory history: whether historical recreations, re-
enactments, and the historian’s own senses are valuable tools in understanding the sensory past. 
Several sensory scholars have cautioned against assuming we can unproblematically disinter and 
re-experience the sensory past. Recreations are often materially different: as Holly Dugan notes, 
whilst seventeenth-century musk was the raw material from an animal, the musk we smell in 
perfumes today tends to be a synthetic, laboratory-produced, equivalent.30 The ‘recordings’ of past 
sensory worlds that we have been bequeathed in images, objects, or texts are not transparent but 
heavily mediated and artfully crafted. Jonathan Sterne reminds us that listening to a late-nineteenth 
or early twentieth-century recording does not offer direct access to the auditory past, but allows 
us to listen to an event in which people created sound for recording technologies that required 
particular forms of engagement to function properly.31 Finally, Mark Smith has argued that 
attempts at sensory recreation or re-enactment fail to address the fundamental methodological 
point that our senses today are differently attuned to sensation and meaning from our historical 
forebears. From this perspective, the very idea that the senses have a history – and are therefore 
culturally and temporally specific – militates against forms of recreation. The social, cultural, and 
embodied gap between the context of past sensory production and contemporary sensory 
consumption is supposedly simply too great to bridge.32  

Lucien Febvre’s early claim for a shift in the ratio or hierarchy of the senses, as historical actors 
came to depend on one sense more and on other senses less, has also become a recurring narrative 
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topos in sensory histories. The narrative involving the rise of sight and the devaluation of the non-
visual senses from the early modern period onwards has had some influential backers. In the 1960s 
the media-studies scholars Walter Ong and Marshall McLuhan both published books that set out, 
in slightly different ways, a ‘great-divide-theory’ of history in which the rise of the printing press 
transformed the west from an oral/aural to textual/visual culture.33 This narrative has received 
plentiful criticism from sensory historians, of which two strands are worth highlighting here. 
Firstly, perception is not a ‘zero-sum game’ where some senses simply drop out of use or are 
replaced by the heightened importance of one sense.34 To put it another way, the dawn of 
modernity did not see our ears, noses, and tongues drop off and our bodies replaced by a floating, 
disembodied, eye. Whilst not denying the importance of single-sense studies – especially for the 
relatively understudied senses of touch and taste – some sensory historians have therefore called 
for more work that is inter-sensory or multi-sensory in its focus.35 One area that has particularly 
benefitted from this approach is the study of medieval and early modern religion. Sensory 
historians of early modern religion have successfully demolished stubborn old distinctions between 
a sensual Catholicism and the sensorially austere Protestantism that supposedly emerged from the 
Reformation.36 Instead, they have traced the ingenuity and variety of new practices of sensing 
implied by shifting liturgical cultures or deliberately drilled into worshippers through new religious 
institutions.37 The early modern history of Christianity is only one example of a broader scholarship 
tracing the sensory history of religion that has sought, for example, to challenge twinned narratives 
about the secularization and desensitization concomitant with nineteenth and twentieth-century 
modernity.38 

Particular groupings of the senses have become important in particular historical contexts and 
sensory historians should be attentive to the way those clusters shift.39 The conceptualisation of 
the number of and relationship between the senses has certainly differed over time and space. In 
late medieval and early modern thought, the external senses were joined by a varying number of 
internal senses.40 In fact, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the idea of the inner senses did 
not disappear but was re-imagined through concepts such as the ‘muscle sense’ and sensory-
motricity.41 Jonathan Crary controversially argued that the rise of psycho-physics in the mid-
nineteenth-century saw the ‘separation of the senses’ for the first time into distinctive organs that 
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detected particular stimuli.42 New technologies such as the telegraph, photograph, and phonograph 
drew on the idea that the functions of the senses could be separated and isolated.43 This leads us 
to a second criticism of the ‘great-divide-theory’: its technological determinism. The idea that 
printing, sound-recording, and other media-related technologies have radically altered our modes 
of perception has been unpicked and critiqued. Instead, a more nuanced interrogation of the 
relationship between senses and technologies has emerged. With a theoretical background in 
Science and Technology Studies, interdisciplinary scholars have explored topics ranging from the 
history of municipal water analysis, the emergence of the twentieth-century flavours industry, and 
the sensory skills at work in automobile design and upkeep.44 

During the same decades that Ong and McLuhan were active, the French theorist Michel Foucault 
offered up several historical narratives in which vision was cited as the sense of modernity. Foucault 
argued that the slow evolution of natural history and other scientific disciplines from the 
seventeenth century onwards saw smelling and hearing eclipsed by vision and forms of tabular 
classification.45 In another work he suggested that late eighteenth-century prison-reformers placed 
a new emphasis on the disciplining, surveilling, gaze, that would become central to modern forms 
of governance and selfhood.46 Foucault’s interest in vision was exemplary of a wider critical 
attention to the ocular, visual, and ‘scopic’ in twentieth-century French thought.47 Scholars have 
subsequently questioned Foucault’s story about the rise of sight in modern science. For example, 
they have pointed to anxieties about the reliability of vision in the seventeenth century, the 
continued importance of the non-visual senses to medical and natural historical work, and the 
importance of aesthetic, ‘subjective’, experience to early scientific method.48 However, 
Foucauldian ideas about discipline, governmentality, and the senses have continued to influence 
historians connecting touch, vision, and aurality to the disciplinary projects of the nineteenth-
century state.49 

Finally, Mandrou’s claim that literary evidence might offer a particularly rich ground for the 
excavation of historical sensation has subsequently been justified by a wide range of excellent work 
on the senses by literary scholars.50 But his statement that poets ‘were endowed with a sensibility 
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which was perhaps no keener than that of the average man, but which expressed itself more readily’ 
raises some knotty methodological issues about what types of sources sensory historians might 
best use and the precise relationship between sensory ‘experience’ and the traces we find (and fail 
to find) in the archive.51 It also raises the question about whose sensory experiences we are 
historicising and how representative or generalizable they might be. Huizinga, Mandrou and 
Lefebvre were making vast generalisations about the sensory habits of entire historical societies 
from slim evidence. Today, historians have become more careful in not taking the part for the 
whole. Whilst Enlightenment philosophers might have dismissed the senses other than vision, it 
is difficult to gauge whether they either represented or influenced varieties of everyday forms of 
sensing. We would probably learn more about the latter from cant – since dictionaries of slang 
contain many sensory metaphors and euphemisms – than Kant. To take a twentieth-century 
example, instead of generalizing a kind of perceptual-zeitgeist from largely middle-class sources, 
James Mansell has emphasised the need to ‘remain wary of universalizing the middle-class sensory 
habitus’ and focus instead on excavating different modes of sensing among different social groups 
in any given time and place.52 One response has been to excavate the sensory biographies of 
particular individuals. Historians have examined the use of touch and taste by seventeenth-century 
physicians, the ears of past intellectuals, and the surveilling senses of the nineteenth-century 
sanitarian.53  

This work has been alert to the need to distinguish between the self-described sensory habits of 
individuals or groups and the sensory stereotypes appended to them by others. That caution has 
been inspired by the pioneering sensory historian Alain Corbin, whose work in the 1980s and 
1990s marked sensory-history’s maturation into a new form of social and cultural history. Corbin 
was especially attentive to the role of the senses in social stereotypes and power dynamics at work 
in historical societies. For example, in a chapter discussing sensory history’s methods in his Time, 
Desire, Horror, Corbin noted that whilst eighteenth-century sailors were described as insensitive, 
physically rough, and lacking in sensory acuity, these descriptions came from middle-class naval 
doctors who wished to reinforce the divide between their own sensory habits and the bodies of 
those that they treated.54 As one would expect from Corbin’s perceptive comments, the senses 
have offered new inroads for thinking about class and social distinction. Examinations of the 
sounds of streets sellers in nineteenth-century Paris, the olfactory encounters described in 
Victorian novels, and the sensory stereotyping of early twentieth century immigrant workers have 
all extended our understanding of class and its intersection with other forms of distinction.55  
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Corbin’s two most influential works of sensory history focussed on smells and bells respectively. 
His 1982 Le miasme et la jonquille was published in an English translation in 1986 as The Foul and the 
Fragrant.56 In this book Corbin introduced the idea of tracking ‘thresholds of tolerance’, the history 
of a society’s changing understanding of those smells (or sounds, tastes, touches, and sights) that 
were either pleasant and acceptable or disgusting and objectionable. Drawing chiefly on French 
evidence, Corbin argued that from the 1750s onwards western modernity was bound up with the 
deodorizing of bodies and places. Thresholds of tolerance for smells were gradually lowered as 
smells same to symbolise an array of negative properties. Corbin has recently extended this line of 
thinking – though in reverse – to sound by arguing that during the course of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries silence became harder to find as our world became noisier.57 Such arguments 
find common cause with contemporary academic and self-help-cum-literary works that trump the 
need to find silence in an increasingly noisy world.58 

To some extent, grand arguments about lowering sensory thresholds, or arguments that the past 
was more or less sensorially offensive than the present, were to sensory historians what the 
scientific revolution was for historians of science – they was a glowing example of why sensory 
history was so important and how revealing it could be.59 However, historians have questioned 
whether deodorization has been a goal or product of modernity and whether archival records really 
show a growing sensitivity to urban noise.60 The binary formulation of foul and fragrant smells has 
been criticised and attention has shifted to case studies of smells that include – among others – 
ambergris, sulphur, and the durian fruit.61 Historians have also moved beyond narratives that talk 
in terms of progressive, modernizing, tales of sensorial refinement. Whilst European and American 
colonists talked a good game about the benefits of sensory civilisation in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century, the reality is that - as Aimée Boutin notes in her perceptive manifesto for how 
we should ‘do’ urban sensory history – inventions ranging from the flushing toilet to the 
automobile were busy rendering life in the colonial metropole noisier, smellier, uglier, and full of 
tactile dangers.62  
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This critique also finds support in, albeit similarly linear, narratives that have emphasised the 
regressive environmental impacts of modernity. The environmentalist movement that emerged in 
the 1960s and 1970s envisioned history as a process in which the human senses had become ever 
more estranged from the natural world, whilst industrial production, processed food, and pollution 
progressively produced an ‘assault on the senses’.63 The environmentalist movement also gave 
birth to one of sensory history’s formative concepts: the soundscape. This was a term developed 
by Raymond Murray Schafer to describe the sounds specific to a particular place and time. It was 
developed not as a historical tool but as a tool of heritage. Schafer believed that the world’s sounds 
were under threat from the modern assault on the senses and the idea of the soundscape – made 
up of keynote, signal, soundmark, and archetypal sounds – was a tool in his project of preserving 
the planet’s acoustic ecology.64 The concept has subsequently been adapted by historians to refer 
to both past acoustic environments and the acts of listening that made sense of them.65 It has also 
been joined by smellscapes (to refer the smells that make up particular spaces and times) and 
tastescapes (to indicate the taste vocabularies, concepts, and preferences in a given historical 
culture).66 Whilst ‘touchscapes’ have not taken off as a concept, historians have been attentive to 
the relationship touch, proxemics, and spatiality: for example Simeon Koole’s fascinating 
interrogation of how twentieth-century Londoners came to ‘mind the gap’ whilst riding the 
underground, Anna Maerker’s analysis of touch in eighteenth and nineteenth-century anatomical 
museums, or Santanu Das’ multi-sensory exploration of the ‘slimescapes’ of the First World War 
trench.67 

The soundscape is at the heart of Corbin’s other major work of sensory history, Village Bells. This 
book was more in tune with this desire to zero in on particular sensory phenomena, in this case 
the sound of bells. In this work Corbin tracked the shifting meaning of bells in the French 
countryside from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth century and emphasised their role in 
constructing community at the local, regional, and national level. Within these communities, 
Corbin demonstrated that the sounds of bells carried messages about religion, politics, and social 
relationships that were central to daily life. A rich scholarship has explored similar themes in 
relation to the sounds of bells, ranging from Renaissance Florence to the Habsburg Empire at the 
end of the First World War.68 This scholarship has furthered an interest in sound as a tool of power 
and persuasion. Studies have connected sound technology and the history of emotions to reveal 
the role of radio in managing the fears of early twentieth-century Americans and developed new 
concepts such as ‘affirmative resonance’ to explore the role of collective listening in Nazi-party 
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politics.69 In doing so historians have become more aware of the ways in which historical listeners 
were not just passive recipients of acoustic propaganda but were often able and willing to listen 
differently or de-colonially to sounds as a form of emotional composure, resistance, or critique.70 

The regulation of, or ascription of desire or disgust to, sense-scapes has been and continues to be 
a tool of power that produces and justifies forms of inequality. The overall impression of the 
growing body of work on smell and sound is that the world has become neither more nor less but 
rather differently odorous and noisy. By this I mean that sensory environments are different from 
the past but also that they have changed in different ways for different people. Work on the history 
of domestic architecture, air-conditioning, and soundproofing has illustrated how the regulation 
of sensory environments has often involved the movement of noise and stench into or onto other 
spaces and lives rather than their complete eradication.71 Historically this has often been 
accompanied by attempts to regulate the ‘distribution of the sensible’, the ways of sensing that are 
possible or acknowledged in a given time and place.72 The history of touch, which has perhaps 
seen the closest engagement with questions about gender out of all the senses, provides some good 
examples of the relationship between power and sensory proscription. Past societies have often 
sought to regulate who can be touched by who and in what context touching can occur.73 For 
example, Laura Gowing’s study of childbirth and Jonah Miller’s work on early modern powers of 
‘stop and search’ both reveal the extent to which touch was at the heart of the early modern 
patriarchal state, in which men and women asserted their power over women’s bodies through 
their hands.74  

Ideas about power and inequality will remain central to the future of sensory history. Recent work 
has connected forms of sensory inequity and environmental injustice.75 Julia C. Frankenbach has 
identified one section of a growing body of work that connects class, inequality, and sensory 
surroundings. Mostly covering the nineteenth century to the present, this work demonstrates how 
distinctions between sensorially offensive areas of towns and cities and those that benefited from 
cleaning and regulation were encoded with classist and racist assumptions. Working class and non-
white areas were represented as noisy, greasy, stinking, and aesthetically unpleasing, whilst the 
bodies that inhabited them were described as lacking any sensitivity to, or awareness of, the 
offensiveness of their surroundings.76 These understandings of the senses justified and continue 
to justify the zoning of industries to areas where poorer, non-white, people dwell with important 
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ramifications for quality of life and opportunity. This is an important and growing area, in which 
scholars are mapping out the longer historical roots of ‘slow violence’, the iniquitous forms of 
pollution that creep up upon populations who have been taught to ignore the evidence of their 
senses.77 To paraphrase the conclusion of Melanie Kiechle’s study of the nineteenth-century urban 
environment, sensory history teaches us that if we sense something, we should say something.78 
This suggests that in the future sensory history could have a more public, activist, role in helping 
to understand and frame critiques of – and campaigns against – both the sensory causes and 
tangible results of sensory inequality. 

The future of sensory history will also undoubtedly benefit from greater interdisciplinarity. There 
are plenty of possibilities here. For example, consumption and production have been useful tracks 
for sensitive historians to follow. An older narrative that traced the increasing importance of vision 
in modern advertising and shopping, has been supplemented by work which emphasises the 
continued importance of all the senses to consumer experience.79 Historical retail spaces have been 
analysed as centres where producers, salespeople, and shoppers could learn, perform, or witness 
skills of sensory discernment.80 Historians have been attentive to the impact of packaging on 
altering the relative importance of each sense in the consumer assessment of products; they have 
examined the way in which sensory – especially tactile – knowledge of products could be developed 
in one space (e.g the home) before being used in another (e.g the department store); and they have 
described attempts by authorities from the Middle Ages onwards to stamp out the forms of 
sensory obfuscation used by retailers in order to more easily sell their wares.81 

The relationship between the design and reception of both goods and retail environments has been 
a recurrent theme in this scholarship. For examples we can turn to Adam Mack’s work on the 
sensory design of Whole Foods stores in the early 2000s or Kate Smith’s exploration of how 
eighteenth-century consumers perceived quality, design, and workmanship.82 Here there may be, 
as of yet largely unrealised, opportunities for historically minded researchers to collaborate with 
the wide-ranging scholarship in cross-modal psychology on shopping, marketing, and 
consumption.83 As Alex Rhys-Taylor’s evocative ethnography of East London’s multicultural 
meals also demonstrates, historical approaches can help us understand the heritage embedded in 
contemporary consumer choices. The best way to understand the popularity of a stall selling 
curiously-hybrid halal chicken katsu wraps in London’s ‘Square Mile’ is to historicise tastes that 
have evolved through cross-cultural translation and transfer from the sixteenth century to the 
present.84 In each appreciative bite it is possible to locate a series of sensory preferences built up 
over centuries. Here the body itself might justly be described as a historical archive. Sensory history 
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is a particularly useful tool for thinking about phenomena that hover at the disciplinary boundaries 
of history and heritage. A collaboration between these two disciplines will be essential to future 
research on the sensory past. 

Art history, which has witnessed a turn towards more multi-sensory modes of analysing images 
and objects, provides one useful avenue of engagement for historians.85 One relevant art-historical 
concept is Michael Baxandall’s notion of the ‘period eye’, in which the researcher excavates the 
various forms of education, knowledge, and habits that would have informed ways of perceiving 
among a particular group.86 The adjacent fields of museum studies and heritage also provide 
essential readings for sensory historians who are interested in thinking through the relationship 
between sensory pasts and presents. Museums and galleries have also experimented with 
‘exhibitions within exhibitions’ such as the Courtauld’s 2001 ‘Art on the Line’. This recreated the 
densely packed wall-to-ceiling hang of early-nineteenth-century exhibitions staged by London’s 
Royal Academy in the rooms that originally hosted them. Exhibitions such as these have 
encouraged visitors to consider the historically specific ways of feeling that would have determined 
the reception of artworks in their original context. In doing so, audiences better understand the 
similarities and differences between contemporary and historical ways of sensing.87  

This leads us to a final important point: in the future sensory historians should engage with work 
from other disciplines that have felt out ways of engaging the senses as part of the process and 
outcomes of their research. The possibility of such an approach has been criticised recently by 
Mark Smith and Rob Boddice and the majority of sensory historians still engage in the same 
processes of looking, reading, and writing that make up traditional historical methods.88 
However, if we are to truly realise the radical implications of sensory history for wider historical 
method, it might be time to put the senses back into sensory history.89 There is a particular 
urgency to this project in our current intellectual context. Euro-centric histories, as Rosabelle 
Boswell has noted, have often produced ‘desensitized pasts’ that ignore the lingering sensorial 
legacies of colonialism and slavery.90 In his book The End of Cognitive Empire, Boaventura de Sousa 
Santos discusses how modern western academic traditions of knowledge production have, since 
the nineteenth century, ‘conceived of the senses as necessary evils, indispensable but treacherous 
vehicles to be sorted out or unmasked’.91 The same period that saw the emergence of academic 
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disciplines in the west, including history, also saw attempts to match hierarchies of the senses to 
racial and cultural hierarchies. Perhaps the best known – the tip of the iceberg – is Lorenz 
Oken’s mapping of humankind in his 1847 Elements of Physiophilosophy. In that work Oken gave 
the following hierarchy: 

1. The Skin-Man – is the Black, Africa.  

2. The Tongue – is the Brown, Australian-Malayan.  

3. The Nose – is the Red, American.  

4. The Ear – is the Yellow, Asiatic-Mongolian.  

5. The Eye – is the White, European.92 

This dismissal of certain ways of knowing the world – especially those beyond hearing and seeing 
– has been described by Santos as a form of epistemicide. This devaluation of knowledge was 
deeply entwined with the workings and justification of European colonial power. In an attempt to 
confront and undo the long-term consequences of this process – to decolonize the cognitive 
empire – the practice of research that Santos advocates centres on an openness and engagement 
with diverse ways of sensing and knowing, rather than forcing their translation into the pre-existing 
epistemologies of western academic practice. As sensory archaeologists have also shown, this also 
involves refiguring our notion of the historical archive: to integrate indigenous practices and 
sensations that are absent from the written or material record, to expand our notion of the Archive 
beyond fixed repositories, and to allow objects locked away in stores to be sensed and used by the 
communities that created them.93 If we want to decolonise historical study, taking all of the senses 
seriously would be a good place for us to start.    
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